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Charlotte, September 9, 2020 – Clariant, one of the leading suppliers of sustainable ingredients and 

solutions for the Industrial Lubricants Segment has launched a new and innovative phosphate ester 

offering outstanding performance and superior sustainability in metal working fluid formulations. 

Hostaphat 1738 combines extreme pressure performance with an excellent low foam profile and 

strong emulsification properties. It can be incorporated into semi-synthetic, synthetic, soluble oil 

and straight oil formulations and its ease of use into this variety of metal working formulations 

makes the new ester a prime choice for formulators and production managers. 

Hostaphat 1738 also offers superior sustainability features. It is 50% bio-derived due to the natural 

alcohol used and contains significantly less phosphorous than standard phosphate esters. 

“The theory that more is better is usually the case in our industry, with an assumption that you need 

more phosphorous content for an ester to perform well with regards to lubricity. With Hostaphat 

1738 we have proven that not to be the case, achieving the same performance as esters that contain a 

higher phosphorous content, which can harm machines and the environment, ” said Jeff McManus, 

Business Director, North America, Industrial and Consumer Specialties. 

Based on Clariant’s low foaming surfactant line, the product development team worked to further 

enhance this chemistry to function as both an extreme pressure additive that augments the 

performance of emulsifiers. This provides an additional tool for metal working fluid manufacturers 

and formulators to improve lubricity, emulsion stability and performance with one multi-functional 

product. 

  

 

Clariant launches next generation phosphate 
ester for metal working formulations, based on 
renewable sources 

 

 

• Hostaphat® 1738 offers superior sustainability with 50% bio-

based content and 40% less phosphorous than traditional 

products 

• Novel phosphate ester is low foaming and easy to use in a 

variety of metal working formulations 

• Available initially in the US, Hostaphat 1738 delivers extreme 

pressure performance 

 

 

https://www.clariant.com/en/Solutions/Products/2020/08/25/06/12/Hostaphat-1738?utm_source=MediaRelease&utm_medium=Hostaphat1738&utm_campaign=IndustrialApplicationsNORAM
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“Hostaphat 1738 has benefits throughout the entire life cycle of the metal working fluid. The foam 

reduction aids increase throughput, its stability extends the working life of a material and when it 

does come time to treat and discharge, the reduction in phosphorous minimizes the environmental 

impact, so it really does, cradle to grave, have an effect on performance and sustainability,” 

concluded Jeff McManus. 

To learn more about the new Hostaphat 1738, join our product experts for a free live webinar: 

Optimizing Extreme Pressure Lubrication in Metalworking Fluids to Resolve Formulation 

Challenges, to be hosted on September 22nd, 3:30 pm ET. You can also follow our new affiliate page 

on LinkedIn to keep up to date on developments in our portfolio of 2000+ specialty chemicals. 

 

Hostaphat 1738 will be manufactured at the Clariant Mount Holly, NC, USA site, pictured above. (Photo: Clariant) 
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Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram. 

 
 
Hostaphat® IS A TRADEMARK OF CLARIANT REGISTERED IN MANY COUNTRIES. 
 
 
www.clariant.com 
 

Clariant is a focused, sustainable and innovative specialty chemical company based in Muttenz, near Basel/Switzerland. On 31 December 

2019, the company employed a total workforce of 17 223. In the financial year 2019, Clariant recorded sales of CHF 4.399 billion for its 

continuing businesses. The company reports in three business areas: Care Chemicals, Catalysis and Natural Resources. Clariant’s corporate 

strategy is based on five pillars: focus on innovation and R&D, add value with sustainability, reposition portfolio, intensify growth, and increase 

profitability. 

 

 

Press release and photography can be downloaded from www.clariant.com or www.PressReleaseFinder.com. 
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